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Kinematic Modeling and Compliance Modulation of
Redundant Manipulators Under Bracing Constraints
Garrison L.H. Johnston1, Andrew L. Orekhov1, Nabil Simaan1†
Abstract— Collaborative robots should ideally use low torque
actuators for passive safety reasons. However, some applications
require these collaborative robots to reach deep into confined
spaces while assisting a human operator in physically demand-
ing tasks. In this paper, we consider the use of in-situ collabo-
rative robots (ISCRs) that balance the conflicting demands of
passive safety dictating low torque actuation and the need to
reach into deep confined spaces. We consider the judicious use
of bracing as a possible solution to these conflicting demands
and present a modeling framework that takes into account the
constrained kinematics and the effect of bracing on the end-
effector compliance. We then define a redundancy resolution
framework that minimizes the directional compliance of the
end-effector while maximizing end-effector dexterity. Kinematic
simulation results show that the redundancy resolution strat-
egy successfully decreases compliance and improves kinematic
conditioning while satisfying the constraints imposed by the
bracing task. Applications of this modeling framework can
support future research on the choice of bracing locations and
support the formation of an admittance control framework
for collaborative control of ISCRs under bracing constraints.
Such robots can benefit workers in the future by reducing the
physiological burdens that contribute to musculoskeletal injury.
Index Terms— Bracing, redundancy resolution, stiffness mod-
ulation, compliance, collaborative robots
I. INTRODUCTION
The deployment of collaborative robots in confined spaces
(such as in service and repair of airplane wings and house-
hold crawl spaces) can substantially benefit workers in terms
of reduction of physiological burden and the associated
risks of musculoskeletal disorders [1]. Physical human-robot
interaction with such robots can allow the workers to remain
in control of critical aspects of service and repair tasks while
reducing their physiological burden. We call these robots
in-situ collaborative robots (ISCRs) and we believe they
will allow rapid deployment and use within semi-structured
environments while avoiding the potential pitfalls of the
following two alternatives. The first alternative, complete
automation, requires exact knowledge of the environment and
comes at a cost of increased burden in environment mapping,
robot registration to the environment, task programming, and
limited repertoire of tools suitable for rapid tool exchange.
Telemanipulation of service robots is the second alternative
which places the worker outside the confined space, but
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comes at a cost of limited sensory presence, limited situ-
ational awareness, and increased cost of the robotic setup.
The collaborative use of ISCRs in confined spaces requires
both active (e.g. safe collision detection and avoidance) and
passive measures of safety (e.g. safety in case of collision).
To support passive safety, these robots must avoid the use
of large torque actuators, minimize link inertia, and limit
acceleration. This requirement for minimal torque actuation,
however, comes in stark contrast to many application sce-
narios requiring service and repair in deep confined spaces
such as airplane wings. Such tasks require long-reach robots,
which need high torque actuators to support their self-weight.
This opposes passive safety requirements. To overcome this
challenge and increase end-effector stiffness, a combination
of static balancing and bracing may be used. For example,
[2] demonstrated the potential benefits of static balancing
for reducing torque requirements on the PUMA robot. Also,
[3] demonstrated the benefits of bracing for actuator torque
reduction. This paper will focus on bracing as a solution to
the aforementioned design tradeoffs.
Relevant works on bracing include early works of Book [4]
who first proposed bracing and considered attachments for
bracing. In [5], Hollis presented the concept of macro-micro
manipulation with the macro manipulator using bracing for
supporting accurate assembly. Robot dynamics with bracing
constraints and link flexibility was also considered in [6].
Delson and West [7] modeled the effect of bracing on
the natural frequency of serial manipulators. Lee and Kim
considered reconfigurable systems with bracing constraints
and formulated their force and kinematic dexterity ellipsoids
[8]. They also formulated their dynamic manipulability in
[9]. West and Asada [10] used virtual closed-loop linkages
to represent the constrained kinematics with a single contact
and assumed perfect knowledge of the task and contact
of a rigid robot and environment. This formulation was
subsequently generalized with a screw-theoretic approach
by Featherstone et al. [11] for multiple frictionless contact
constraints. Multi-contact control problems have been con-
sidered in [12–16].
Relative to prior work, this paper aims to present a
kinematic and compliance modeling framework suitable for
kinematic redundancy resolution for modulating end-effector
compliance under bracing constraints. To our knowledge, a
compliance modulation redundancy resolution strategy that
accounts for different kinematic bracing constraints and a
modeling of the effect of bracing on task-specific end-
effector compliance has not been presented. Previous works
on stiffness modulation considered actuation redundancy
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in parallel robots [17–22], joint-level compliance control
in serial robots [23–25], use of kinematic redundancy for
modulating stiffness [26–28], and a combination of joint-
level stiffness control and kinematic redundancy [29–31].
The contribution of this work, given in Sections III and
IV, is a kinematic and compliance modeling framework for a
serial robot under bracing constraints to allow the exploration
of potential tradeoffs of bracing at a particular location along
a robot. This modeling framework enables a redundancy
resolution strategy, which we provide in Section V, that
respects bracing constraints while modulating end-effector
compliance to improve the execution of a given task. Our
kinematic simulations in Section VI demonstrate that bracing
can reduce compliance and that the redundancy resolution
strategy we present can even further reduce compliance while
satisfying the kinematic bracing constraints and providing
improved kinematic conditioning.
II. MODELING NOMENCLATURE
In the following paper we will consistently use the fol-
lowing notation:
• {0}: world frame with its origin arbitrarily chosen at
the base of the robot.
• {a}: a frame having its origin at point a and its
orientation given by rotation matrix 0Ra.
• bxˆa, byˆa, bzˆa: unit vectors of frame {a} expressed in
{b}.
• bRa: orientation of {a} relative to {b}.
• ∆bxa: a twist comprised of the linear velocity followed
by angular velocity and expressed in a frame centered
at a and parallel to {b}.
• bwa: a wrench comprised of the force followed by the
moment and expressed in a frame centered at a and
parallel to {b}.
• J: geometric instantaneous direct kinematics Jacobian.
Recall that this Jacobian relates joint speeds to end-
effector twist defined at a frame parallel to the robot’s
base frame, but centered at the end-effector point.
• [·]×: the skew symmetric cross product operator. For
example, given a vector a =
[
a1 a2 a3
]T
, the skew
symmetric cross product matrix of a is:
[a]× =
 0 −a3 a2a3 0 −a1
−a2 a1 0
 (1)
III. CONSTRAINED KINEMATIC MODELING
In this section, we present a kinematic model for serial
robots with a single bracing contact along their body at
point b. As shown in Fig. 1, a serial manipulator bracing
against the environment can be broken into two kinematic
chains. The first kinematic chain spans from the origin of
the world frame {0} to the origin of frame {b}. The second
kinematic chain spans from b to the end-effector e. In free
space, the kinematic chains have the following instantaneous
kinematics:
∆0xb = J1q˙1 (2a)
ො𝑦0
ො𝑥0
Ƹ𝑧0
ො𝑦𝑡
ො𝑥𝑡
Ƹ𝑧𝑡
Bracing Plane
Bracing Point
𝑒
Fig. 1: Example serial robot with frame {b} located at the
bracing point and frame {t} located on the bracing plane. In
this figure, the bracing plane has been drawn separated from
the bracing point for visual clarity.
∆bxe/b = J2q˙2 (2b)
where J1 and J2 are the geometric Jacobians of the first and
second kinematic chains, respectively. ∆0xb is the twist of
the bracing point expressed in a frame parallel to {0} and
located at b. ∆bxe/b is the twist of the end-effector relative
to {b} and expressed in a frame having its origin at e and
parallel to {b}.
When the robot is braced, the bracing point is constrained
to move in a set of allowable velocities M ⊂ IRl. This
constraint can be represented with a matrix H ∈ IR6×l
whose columns are unit twists which form a basis for M .
The instantaneous velocity of b can be truncated as a vector
˙˜
b ∈ IRl×1 whose elements are velocities in the allowable
directions, i.e. in terms of the basis formed by the columns
of H [32]. Using these matrices, the bracing constraint can
be represented as:
∆0xb = H
˙˜
b (3)
For a frictionless point contact, the bracing contact point is
free to rotate about all directions and translate in the 0xˆt and
0yˆt directions where frame {t} is a predefined frame tangent
to the constraint surface at the current location of the bracing
point. The H matrix in this case is:
H =
ï
0xˆt
0yˆt 0 0 0
0 0 0xˆt
0yˆt
0zˆt
ò
(4)
The allowable twist directions for other possible constraints
can be found in [33].
Given (2b) and (3), the end-effector twist ∆0xe can be
expressed as the sum of the twist contribution due to the
first kinematic chain moving while the second kinematic
chain is locked and the twist contribution of the second
kinematic chain while the first kinematic chain is locked.
When adding these twists, we take care to transform them
into a representation in a frame centered at the end effector
point e and parallel to {0}:
0∆xe = St1
0∆xb + St2∆
bxe/b (5)
where the twist transformations St1 and St2 are given as:
St1 =
ï
I
[
0b− 0e]×
0 I
ò
St2 =
ï
0Rb 0
0 0Rb
ò
. (6)
Using (3) and (2b), we finally obtain the instantaneous
direct kinematics Jacobian for the virtual manipulator com-
prised of a moving brace-point frame {b} and the second
kinematic chain:
∆0xe =
[
St1H St2J2
]︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
ñ
˙˜
b
q˙2
ô
(7)
IV. COMPLIANCE MODELING
In this section, we present the compliance model used
in our simulation results. We assume that the robot is
significantly more compliant than the environment such that
the compliance of the environment at the bracing location
can be neglected, that the kinematic constraints of bracing
are not violated, and that contact is always maintained at the
bracing point (i.e. no unintentional lift off is allowed).
A. Compliance in Free-Space
To model the compliance of the robot while operating in
free space, we use a well-known first-order approximation
based on the instantaneous kinematics and statics equations
[34], [35]. A number of related works consider a similar
model that includes second-order effects due to the derivative
of the Jacobian [29], [31], [36], [37]. For cases of sufficiently
compliant robots, it has been shown that these second-order
effects can be significant [38], but we leave the study of
these second-order effects in the context of bracing for a
future work.
While in free-space, the compliance of the kinematic chain
between frame {0} and frame {b} is given by:
∆0xb = C1∆
0wb, C1 = J1K
−1
d1
JT1 (8)
where ∆0wb = [∆0fTb ,∆
0mTb ]
T ∈ IR6 is a small per-
turbation in a wrench applied by the robot on the envi-
ronment at point b and ∆0fb, ∆0mb are the force and
moment components of the wrench perturbation from static
equilibrium. ∆0xb = [∆0pTb ,∆
0θTb ]
T ∈ IR6 is a small
perturbation in the pose (comprised of a position perturbation
∆0pb and orientation perturbation ∆0θb) of frame {b}. The
matrix Kd1 , diag(kd1 , kd2 , . . . , kdn) contains the joint-
level stiffness values kdi along its diagonal.
Similarly, the compliance of the kinematic chain between
frame {b} and frame {e} is given by:
∆bxb/e = C2∆
bwe, C2 = J2K
−1
d2
JT2 (9)
where ∆bxb/e is a small perturbation of frame {e} with
respect to frame {b} and ∆bwe = [∆bfTe ,∆bmTe ]T ∈ IR6
is a small pertubation of the wrench applied at frame {e},
expressed in frame {b}.
B. Bracing-Consistent Compliance of First Kinematic Chain
Now we consider the compliance of the first kinematic
chain while the robot is braced against the environment. A
wrench applied to the robot at frame {b} must satisfy the
statics of the bracing constraint. Under the assumption of
frictionless point contact, any change in the applied wrench
∆0w∗b can be decomposed in directions orthogonal to the
constraint and in directions in allowable twist directions:
∆0w∗b = P∆
0w∗b︸ ︷︷ ︸
constraint
+ (I−P)∆0w∗b︸ ︷︷ ︸
allowable directions
(10)
where P is a projection matrix along the constraint direc-
tion. For a simple single point contact without friction, the
reaction wrench and constraint twist are simply a pure force
and pure linear velocity. In this case, the projection matrix
is trivial and is given by P = X
(
XTX
)−1
XT where
X =
[
nˆT,0T
]T ∈ IR6 and nˆ is the local surface normal at
the bracing point. In more complex cases involving general
constraint wrenches, care must be taken with the proper
formulation of this projection as was discussed in [39], [40].
The wrench along the constrained direction corresponds
to a contact wrench, which is felt by the environment. The
change in wrench in the allowable twist direction is a wrench
felt by the first kinematic chain:
∆0wb = (I−P)∆0w∗b (11)
If the first portion of the robot were not constrained,
frame {b} would have experienced a displacement
∆0xb = C1 ∆
0wb, as a result of ∆0wb. Because of the
bracing constraint, only a portion of ∆0xb is admissible. We
therefore define the admissible deflection consistent with the
bracing constraint as ∆0x˜b, given by the following:
∆0x˜b = (I−P)∆0xb = (I−P)C1 ∆0wb (12)
Defining the bracing-consistent compliance matrix as the one
relating the kinematically consistent deflection ∆0x˜b with
∆0w∗b (the total wrench at frame {b}), i.e.:
∆0x˜b = ‹C1∆0w∗b (13)
and substituting (11) into (12) results in ‹C1:
∆0x˜b = (I−P)C1 (I−P)︸ ︷︷ ︸
C˜1
∆0w∗b (14)
Therefore, the relationship between the unconstrained com-
pliance C1 and ‹C1 is :‹C1 , (I−P)C1(I−P) (15)
C. Bracing-Consistent Compliance of the End-effector
The instantaneous twist deflections when the robot is
subject to a bracing constraint follow the same rationale as in
(5), except that the twist of frame {b} must be kinematically
consistent with the bracing constraint:
∆0xe = St1∆
0x˜b + St2∆
bxe/b (16)
where ∆0xe/b is a small perturbation of the end-effector with
respect to frame {b} and ∆0x˜b defined as in (12).
Substituting (13) and (9) into (16) gives:
∆0xe = St1‹C1∆0w∗b + St2C2∆bwe (17)
where ∆bwe is the end effector wrench expressed in a frame
parallel to {b} and having its origin at e and ∆0w∗b is the
wrench acting on frame {b}, expressed in a frame parallel
to {0} and having its origin at b.
The wrenches ∆0w∗b and ∆
bwe can be related to ∆0we
via wrench transformations as the following:
∆0w∗b = Sw1 ∆
0we, ∆
bwe = Sw2∆
0we (18)
where the wrench transformations are given by:
Sw1 =
ï
I 0[
0e− 0b]× I
ò
(19)
Sw2 =
ï bR0 0
bR0
[
0b− 0e]× bR0
ò
(20)
After substituting (18) into (17) we obtain:
∆0xe =
Ä
St1‹C1Sw1 + St2C2Sw2ä∆0we (21)
Recalling the definition of end-effector compliance as
∆0xe = Ce∆
0we, we deduce that the compliance of the
end-effector while under a bracing constraint is given by:
Ce = St1‹C1Sw1 + St2C2Sw2 (22)
D. Directional Compliance
Since specifying a physically realizable stiffness is not
trivial, the notion of directional stiffness has been used in
[19], [31]. In the following, we define the directional com-
pliance following the same rationale for directional stiffness.
Using the definition of compliance in (22), we consider the
deflection due to a wrench ∆0we with a magnitude mw
acting along a unit screw βw, i.e. ∆
0we = βwmw. Denoting
this deflection ∆0xe, we can write:
∆0xe = Ce∆
0we = Ceβwmw (23)
If the task specification demands a particular directional
compliance along a unit twist βx, the directional compliance
Cβx is defined such that:
δβx = Cβxmw (24)
where δβx is the magnitude of deflection along βx and it can
be expressed in terms of∆0xe as:
δβx = β
T
x∆
0xe (25)
Using (23) in (25) and comparing to (24) results in the
directional compliance:
Cβx = β
T
xCeβw (26)
The directional compliance is useful in applications where
both the directions of the unit wrench βw and the unit twist
βx are specified. In cases where one is interested in the
deflection along βx where βw could vary or may not be
known, a useful stiffness index is:
Ci = ‖βTxCe‖ (27)
V. REDUNDANCY RESOLUTION
In this section, we describe a redundancy resolution ap-
proach for satisfying the kinematic constraints imposed by
the bracing point while improving kinematic conditioning
and reducing directional compliance. Given a desired end-
effector twist ∆0xe, the corresponding configuration veloc-
ities ˙˜b and q˙2 can be found using the following general
solution to (7):ñ
˙˜
b
q˙2
ô
=
(
A+
)
∆0xe +
(
I−A+A)η (28)
where A+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of A (which
was defined in (7)) and I − A+A projects the vector η
into the null space of A. Once ˙˜b is found using (30), the
corresponding value of q˙1 is found using:
q˙1 =
(
J−11
)
H
˙˜
b (29)
An appropriate selection of η in (28) allows for the robot
to achieve a secondary objective without affecting the desired
end-effector motion. Introduced to robotics by Lie´gois in
[41], the gradient projection method locally minimizes an
objective function g by selecting η = α∇g:ñ
˙˜
b
q˙2
ô
=
(
A+
)
∆0xe +
(
I−A+A)α∇g (30)
where the scalar α < 0 determines the step size for the
local optimization which is practically limited by several
factors, including joint velocity limits. Methods for selecting
an appropriate α can be found in [42], [43].
A. Defining the Objective Function
We define the objective function as the sum of weighted
performance measures:
g = α1k + α2Ci + α3θz + α4d (31)
where α1, α2, α3, and α4 are positive scalar weights and the
measures k, θz and d are defined below.
The first term of the objective function will attempt to
maximize the robot’s kinematic isotropy using the Frobenius
norm condition number k. For isotropic configurations, k
is unity and increases to infinity as the robot approaches a
singular configuration [44]. The Frobenius norm condition
number is defined as:
k =
…
1
36
Tr (JJT) Tr
Ä
(JJT)
−1ä (32)
In this equation, Tr (·) is the trace operator and J is the
free-space Jacobian matrix:
J =
[
St1J1 St2J2
]
(33)
The rationale for using the free-space Jacobian is that the
entire manipulator should avoid kinematic ill-conditioning in
order to effectively be able to satisfy the instantaneous kine-
matics consistent with bracing constraints. Other kinematic
Fig. 2: Film strip showing the gradient projection redundancy resolution simulation shown in the multimedia extension.
conditioning numbers could also be used, a comprehensive
survey of which can be found in [45].
The second term minimizes the directional compliance
performance measure Ci from (27). As mentioned above,
for some tasks other stiffness performance measures may
also be suitable (see [27–29]).
The third term of the objective function aims to minimize
the angle between the bracing plane normal 0zˆt and the
vertical axis of the bracing frame 0zˆb:
θz = acos
(
0zˆTt
0zˆb
)
(34)
This term prevents 0zˆb from deviating too far from the
surface normal, which helps prevent contact with the bracing
plane by portions of the robot adjacent to frame {b}.
The last term of the objective function helps prevent frame
{b} from moving outside the bracing region. The allowable
bracing region would be defined in our target application
by the geometry of the environment. Here, we assume the
allowable bracing region can be modeled as a circle and
define a function that penalizes movement away from the
center of the circle:
d =
r2max
r2max − r2
(35)
where r = ‖0pb − 0pt‖ is the distance of frame {b}
from the constraint frame {t} and rmax is the maximum
allowable radius from the constraint frame. This function
grows to infinity as r approaches rmax. A similar function
has historically been used for joint-limit avoidance [46].
B. Calculating ∇g
The objective function g is a function of the joint variables
q1 and q2. The joint speeds q˙1 are a function of the bracing
point velocity ˙˜b, therefore, for a given initial configuration
q1 = q1(b˜), g = g(q1(b˜)),q2) and the gradient of g with
respect to
î
b˜T,qT2
óT
is given by:
∇g =
ïÅ
∂g
∂q1
dq1
db˜
ã
,
Å
∂g
∂q2
ãòT
(36)
where we use the convention that ∂g∂q1 is a row vector. Using
the instantaneous kinematics of the first kinematic chain
under bracing constraints:
J1δq1 = Hδb˜ (37)
we obtain:
∂g
∂b˜
=
Å
∂g
∂q1
ã
J−11 H (38)
The gradient of g can now be written as:
∇g =
ïÅ
∂g
∂q1
ã
J−11 H,
Å
∂g
∂q2
ãòT
(39)
In the simulations shown below, ∂g∂q1 and
∂g
∂q2
are found using
central finite differences.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
Here we present the results of a kinematic simulation
in MATLAB testing the redundancy resolution approach
described above. The robot used in the simulation consists of
five HEBI Robotics™ X8-16 series elastic actuators attached
to the end-effector of a PUMA 560. The elastic element in
the HEBI actuators have a stiffness of 170 Nm/rad [47]. For
the purpose of simulation, the joint stiffness of the PUMA
560 are assumed to also be 170 Nm/rad (which can be
assumed to be attainable through a joint-level compliance
controller since the PUMA joints are all backdrivable). This
robot is used to simulate following a circular path using
three different redundancy resolution strategies: 1) free-space
minimum norm, 2) minimum norm while maintaining a point
bracing contact, and 3) the gradient projection approach
described above. While utilizing the gradient projection
method, the robot tries to minimize compliance radial to
the circle. The other parameters of the gradient projection
method are α = −1, α1 = 0.5, α2 = 100, α3 = 0.6, and
α4 = 0.01. ∇g was calculated using a finite difference of
δqi = 0.00001 rad. These gains were selected using a trial-
and-error approach.
Figure 2 shows a film strip of the robot during the gradient
projection simulation shown in the multimedia extension. In
this figure, the blue horizontal circle is the bracing surface
and the black vertical circle is the task. Figure 4(a), shows a
comparison of the compliance performance measure Ci for
the three redundancy resolution strategies and Fig. 3 shows
the compliance ellipsoids at representative points along the
task. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show the product of the singular
values of the translational and rotational portion of the
braced Jacobian J˜ throughout the task (Πσi,t and Πσi,o,
respectively). Lastly, Fig. 4(d) shows the Frobenius norm
condition number k of J˜ for the three redundancy resolution
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3: Compliance ellipsoids at representative points along the task for (a) the free space minimum norm, (b) braced
minimum norm, and (c) braced gradient projection redundancy resolution simulations.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4: Comparison of (a) Ci, (b) Πσi,t, (c) Πσi,o, and (d) k for the free space minimum norm, braced minimum norm, and
braced gradient projection redundancy resolution methods.
strategies. The constrained Jacobian matrix used in Fig. 4
can be found by plugging (2a), (2b) and (12) into (16):
∆0xe =
[
St1(I−P)J1 St2J2
]︸ ︷︷ ︸
J˜
ï
q˙1
q˙2
ò
(40)
Table I summarizes the simulation results for all three
redundancy resolution strategies. The results are displayed
in terms of the average directional compliance along the
path, Ci, the minimal end effector directional compliance
along the path Cimin , the average product of singular values
of the translational/orientational Jacobians, Πσi,t and Πσi,o,
the minimal singular value of translational/orientational Ja-
cobians along the path, σ∗tmin and σ
∗
omin , and the average
condition number along the path k.
The results from Fig. 3, Fig. 4, and Table I show that
bracing significantly reduced Ci as compared to the free
space simulation. For example, a reduction in average end-
effector directional compliance of 49.7% and 59.2% was
achieved when comparing the two redundancy resolution
strategies using bracing to the free-space option. However,
bracing negatively impacted average translational and rota-
tional end-effector dexterity when comparing the free space
and braced minimum norm strategies as can be seen from
the Πσi,t and Πσi,o columns in Table I. Due to its inclusion
in (31), the gradient projection objective function was able
to increase the average kinematic isotropy (indicated by a
decrease in k) compared to both the free space and braced
minimum norm strategies. Similar improvements in alternate
performance measures may be achieved by including them
in the objective function.
TABLE I: Comparison of performance measures along the
path simulated in the multimedia extension
Ci Cimin Πσi,t Πσi,o σ
∗
tmin
σ∗omin k
Free space min. norm 24.90 17.16 1.22 5.50 0.29 1.08 5.84
Braced min. norm 12.52 6.86 0.81 5.30 0.29 1.01 4.87
Braced grad. projection 10.16 4.30 0.66 5.88 0.29 1.15 4.33
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a model of the kinematics
and first order end-effector compliance of a serial robot
with bracing constraints. We also presented a redundancy
resolution strategy that is able to reduce the directional end-
effector compliance while executing a task and satisfying the
bracing constraints. This redundancy resolution strategy was
compared to free space minimum norm and braced minimum
norm strategies in simulation.
Although our results show the benefits of bracing in
terms of decreasing end-effector compliance, there are trade-
offs such as workspace reduction and reduction in the
robot’s available degrees-of-freedom for task completion.
We assumed the environment and linkages are very rigid in
comparison to the joint level stiffness. For applications where
this assumption is not reasonable, second order stiffness
effects, which were neglected in this paper, may become
significant. For these reasons, a thorough analysis of the task
and the robot design is needed when deciding to use this
redundancy resolution strategy for an application.
In future work, we will investigate incorporating second
order stiffness effects, finite environment stiffness, and mul-
tiple points of contact into the our model. We also plan to
study the effects of bracing contact friction and location
of the bracing point along the robot. Lastly, we plan to
experimentally validate the stiffness model and demonstrate
the redundancy resolution strategy on a physical robot.
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